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Magnetotransport measurements on freely suspended two-dimensional electron gases
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We present magnetotransport measurements on freely suspended two-dimensional electron gases from
Al xGa12xAs/GaAs heterostructures. The technique to realize such devices relies on a specially molecular beam
epitaxy grown GaAs/AlxGa12xAs-heterostructure, including a sacrificial layer. We fabricated simple mini-
Hall-bars as well as quantum cavities and quantum dot systems. We find well-pronounced Shubnikov–de Haas
oscillations and observe commensurability resonances, allowing characterization of the electron gas in these
100-nm thin membranes.
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Recently the realization of suspended, monocrystall
GaAs nanostructures containing a three-dimensional elec
gas has been demonstrated.1 Previous work has shown th
possibility of using a GaAs high-electron mobility transist
to achieve sensitive piezoelectric detection of strain.2 We are
combining these techniques to enable new means of de
ing motion in nanomechanical systems and to study inte
tions in coupled electron-phonon systems of reduced dim
sionality for both the electronsand the phonons. Free
standing structures incorporating a high-mobility electr
gas have interesting device applications: A high mobi
2DEG system provides a unique approach to implem
wideband, extremely sensitive displacement detection. Th
systems also offer prospects for very sensitive bolome
and represent model systems for high sensitiv
calorimetry.3 One very interesting potential application is
heat-capacity measurements on two-dimensional elec
gases~2DEGs!. The sensitivity of these types of thermal d
vices is enhanced by their small volume, which can be of
order of ;3 mm3, significantly smaller than the usual d
mensions of;108 mm3.1,3

In this work we discuss the processing technique of s
devices and present results on magnetotransport mea
ments on suspended two- and zero-dimensional systems
processing employs a specially designed molecular-beam
itaxy ~MBE!-grown 2DEG heterostructure in which a sac
ficial layer is included. The layer structure is shown in F
1~a!: The structural layer stack, from which the devices a
formed, comprises seven individual layers having a to
thickness of 100 nm. The top and bottom are formed by t
GaAs cap layers preventing oxidation of the AlxGa12xAs:Si
donor layers that follow beneath. The central 15-nm-th
GaAs layer forms a quantum well sustaining a high mobi
2DEG located 37 nm below the top surface and surroun
by two AlxGa12xAs spacer layers. Below the structural lay
stack is a 400 nm Al0.8Ga0.2As sacrificial layer.

The heterostructure was designed by modeling
conduction-band lineup numerically. These calculations e
ployed a Poisson-Schro¨dinger solver program, written by
Laux and Kumar, which neglects many-body effects.4 In
contrast to common 2DEG heterostructure configuratio
here an additional GaAs layer is included to avoid delet
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ous carrier depletion effects from the lower surface onc
becomes exposed, i.e., after the sacrificial etch. The calc
tions indicate the donor regions are particularly suscept
to illumination, and that parallel conduction might be po
sible. However, in our measurements no obvious contri
tion from such channels even after continuous illuminat
was evident as will be discussed below. Hence, we only h
to consider a single 2DEG layer in the evaluation below.

To realize these suspended nanostructures with th
dimensional relief we employ multiple steps of optical a
electron beam lithography, followed by a combination
pattern transfer steps. The latter involve both anisotropic i
beam ~dry! and chemically selective~wet! etching tech-
niques. The first step of the processing procedure is fabr
tion of standard Au/Ni/Ge Ohmic contacts to the GaA
These require an annealing step after their deposition.
second step is definition of contacts by optical and elect
beam lithography and patterning with Ni. These conta
serve as a metallic etch mask during the subsequent
beam etch step. The Ni etch mask is selectively removed
another brief wet etch step employing FeCl3 after the dry
etch. The device geometry is machined by anisotrop
chemically assisted ion-beam etching~CAIBE! with chlorine
gas. The final step then is the selective chemical etch
remove the sacrificial layer. Depending on the stoichiome
of the structural layer, either a 2% solution of HF or conce
trated HCl was employed.1,5

A typical freely suspended 2DEG sample is shown in F
1~b!: In this case the device has a shape similar to a conv
tional Hall bar with dimensions of 132 mm2 ~width 3
length!. In Fig. 2~a! a scanning electron microscope~SEM!
micrograph of the same device as in Fig. 1~b! is shown, but
taken at a steeper angle; the sacrificial layer is clearly see
be completely removed from beneath the structure. In co
parison to the usual Hall bars with a wide 2DEG region a
small contact areas we had to choose a simplified des
since the underetching effectively limits the lateral extens
of the system. For larger membranes the mechanical supp
are commonly undercut as well, leading to a collapse of
whole structure. Although the contact areas are fairly large
compared to the device size, the mini-Hall-bar allows us
monitor the longitudinal voltage drop properly.
17 103 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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Our quantum devices, also exemplified in Fig. 2~b!, rep-
resent the first truly suspended quantum dots. The single
has a final diameter of 800 nm, while the diameter of the t
coupled dots is of the order of 400 nm. As discussed bel
the actualelectronicdiameter of these devices is reduced
edge depletion.6 In the present case, coupling between t
dots is mediated by the constriction regions connecting th
Careful design of the geometry of these regions allows u
control the carrier depletion and hence the degree of c
pling to the leads. Fabrication of additional gate contacts
these regions, not attempted in these preliminary invest
tions, would permit definition of variable tunneling barrier

At first, low-temperature magnetotransport measureme
were carried out to characterize the electron gas in the m
Hall-bar and the quantum devices. Figure 2~c! displays
Shubnikov–de Haas~SdH! oscillations in the longitudina
resistance for one of the suspended Hall bar samples
illumination with a red light-emitting diode for 60 sec. Prio
to illumination the resistance commonly was a factor o
larger, as seen in the values obtained for the cavitiesA andB
in Fig. 3. The reason for this deviation might be also fou

FIG. 1. ~a! Calculation of the band structure of the freely su
pended two-dimensional electron gas. As indicated, the fi
squares mark the nonilluminated trace and the triangles the illu
nated one. The Fermi level is pinned at midgap for top and bot
surfaces. The temperature assumed in the calculations isT510 K.
The top and bottom of the heterostructure are formed by GaAs
layers, two AlxGa12xAs:Si donor layers and two AlxGa12xAs
spacer layers around the two-dimensional electron gas.~b! Scan-
ning electron beam micrograph of the suspended mini-Hall-bar u
in the measurements. The dimensions of this structure are le
3width5231 mm2, while the total thickness of the whole struc
ture is 100 nm.
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in a varying surface tension of the different suspend
2DEGs. The electron density is finally obtained from t
SdH oscillations shown in Fig. 2~c! through the standard
relationD(1/B)5gse/(hns), wheregs is the spin degenerac
factor ~heregs52), which yieldsns;5.531015 m22. Note
that the Landau levels are well developed even at fairly l
fields. In the inset of Fig. 2~c! the (1/B) spectrum of the
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FIG. 2. ~a! Side view of the device in Fig. 1~b!, demonstrating
the clear undercut; for all samples the same wafer material
used.~b! Aerial view of the suspended single and double quant
dots. The lithographical diameter of the single cavity is 800 n
while the double dots are of the order of 400 nm. We fabrica
several of these samples; data shown in Figs. 3 and 4 are obta
from two different cavitiesA andB, while the data from the coupled
dot is presented in Fig. 5.~c! Shown is the longitudinal magnetore
sistanceR(B) of one of the suspended mini-Hall-bars atT54.2 K
after illumination as indicated~the second sample’s data is n
shown!. The inset gives a (1/B) plot demonstrating the periodicity
of the oscillations after illumination~the electron density for
samples used is obtained asns>5.531015 m22).
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oscillations for the illuminated case shows only a single
riod. Hence, a parallel conduction channel appears to be
sent or can at least be neglected for the transport data, de
illumination and the model calculations. The most likely e
planation for this is the fact that lattice strain effects are
included in the model calculations, but are expected to pla
significant role for these suspended devices.

For the mini-Hall-bar the sheet resistance is of the or
of r5rxx;4 kV/h without illumination, and;700 V/h
2800 V/h after illumination. The values are obtained b
extrapolating the resistance values fromB51.5 T to B
→0 T, in order to circumvent contributions by scatterin
around B50 ~seen in the strongnegative magnetoresis-
tance!. As noted before, the length/width ratio of the Ha
bars isl /w52 mm/1 mm52. Combining this zero-field re

FIG. 3. ~a! Magnetoresistance trace of the suspended ‘‘ope
quantum dot~cavity A) prior to illumination ~note the large resis
tance!. The leads contain several transport channels, resulting
strong coupling, i.e.,G.2e2/h. In the high field region the classi
cal Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations appear, while at low fields
find commensurability oscillations~circle!. The two arrows mark
the onset of the spin splitting. The inset gives a clear 1/B periodicity
of the oscillations; we obtain a density ofns

cavA55.6531015 m22.
~b! Corresponding Shubnikov–de Haas data of cavityB ~evaluation
of the data in the inset givesns

cavB56.3831015 m22). For this
cavity we find even better pronounced commensurability osc
tions ~circle!. The inset depicts the experimental setup for the tra
port measurements. Also marked by arrows is the occurence o
first spin splitting.
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sistance of approximately 700V/h with the measured car
rier density, we obtain an electron mobility after illuminatio
of (1.421.6) m2/V s. This is a factor of 27 below the valu
for the nonsuspended 2DEG. It is likely that this strong
duction of electron mobility results from the combined e
fects of damage imparted by ion bombardment during
dry etch step, and from inhomogeneous surface tensio
the suspended structure@see Fig 2~a!#. This is currently under
investigation. For future samples the etching process will
optimized in order to minimize damage to the device.7 At
low magnetic fields negative magnetoresistance is m
fested, indicating the prevalence of weak localization or
teraction phenomena.

In Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! are shown the magnetoconductan
traces of two different cavities with open leads as depicted
the SEM micrographs in Fig. 2~b!. The devices constitute
either quantum cavities or quantum dots, depending on
coupling to the leads, i.e., number of transmitting channelN
in the leads with a final conductance ofG5N2e2/h. We
denote the two different structures measured as cavitieA
and B, since the effective total resistance is far below t
resistance quantumh/e2. The measurements on the coupl
dot device are discussed below~see Fig. 5!. The density ob-
tained from the SdH resonances at larger magnetic field
ns>5.531015 m22 ~cavity A) andns>6.831015 m22 ~cav-
ity B). Here we do not take into account the spin degener
factor, since the spin splitting only emerges atB>4 T @cf.
arrows in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!#. The resulting mobilities are
mcavA,cavB50.4 m2/V s and 0.3 m2/V s, strongly reduced by
the barriers introduced~compared to the ‘‘free’’ 2DEG!. As
seen, the data at larger fields exhibit the common signa
of a 2DEG, while at lower fields an intricate resonance str
ture is found.

In focusing on this fine structure aroundB50 T, shown
in Fig. 4, we are able to extract some of the properties of
electron gas in the suspended membrane: The low temp
ture measurement at 4.2 K yields two distinct featur
namely the coarse modulation of the resistance and a
structure with a modulation period ofdBcavA5(26.1
61.0) mT. This fine structure vanishes rapidly upon incre
ing the temperature@see traces for 10 K in Figs. 4~a! and
4~b!#. Under illumination the carrier density varies and theB
periodicity disappears, even at 4.2 K@Fig. 4~a!#.

Evaluating the periodicity of the fine structure by treati
it as Aharonov-Bohm~AB! oscillations, we obtain a radiu
of the first cavity of r AB

cavA5Af0 /(p3dBcavA)
5A4.14310215 T m2/(p320 mT)'225 nm and with
dBcavB5(26.360.5) mT for the second oner AB

cavA

5220 nm. With this value we obtain an ‘‘electronic’’ diam
eter of the cavity of 450 nm for the first cavity~A! and 440
nm for the second cavity (B). Compared to the lithographi
cally defined size of 800 nm, we thus find a depletion de
of ;175 nm from the edges. The fact that AB-like oscill
tions are found without an opening in the center could p
sibly be explained by some local inhomogeneity within t
dot, e.g., local strain in the 2DEG, which might result in
effective depletion of the electrons in the center of the cav
This also agrees with the disappearance of AB oscillati
after illumination~higher density!. Apart from the pecularity
of the existence of AB oscillations in such a sample it has
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be noted that dissipation phenomena in free-standing 2D
seem to be less pronounced than in comparable 2DEGs
nected to the bulk GaAs crystal.

The electronic radius found from the AB-like oscillation
is confirmed by the coarse modulation, which can be
plained by geometric resonances found earlier in stron
modulated one-dimensional electron systems.8,9 From this
model we obtain the classical cyclotron radiusr c5\kF /eB
with kF5A2pns being the Fermi wave vector. For the tw
quantum cavities measured~Fig. 3! we find a variety of dif-
ferent radii: For the first cavityA @Fig. 4~a!# we obtained
r c5652 nm, r c

d5680 nm, r c
c5484 nm, r c

b5357 nm, and
r c

a5265 nm after illumination. Prior to illumination the onl
cyclotron orbit found isr c5r c

c . Similar commensurability
oscillations and an almost identical fine structure are fou

FIG. 4. ~a! At the lowest temperatures~4.2 K plot! we find
commensurability resonances and superimposedB-periodic
Aharonov-Bohm–type oscillations from which we derive an ‘‘ele
tronic’’ diameter of the cavity of;450 nm for cavityA. The os-
cillations clearly vanish at 10 K and under illumination. The ge
metric resonances are also modified under illumination. T
commensurability resonances equally allow the determination
the cavity diameter: Calculating the cyclotron radii we findr c

5652 nm, r c
d5680 nm, r c

c5484 nm, r c
b5357 nm, r c

a5265 nm
~see text for details!. The insets give some of the possible orbi
The upper sketcha shows the ideal case, while in the lower oneb
we allowed a finite contact diameter, demonstrating the occure
of the different cyclotron radii.~b! Similar commensurability oscil-
lations and almost identical fine structure for cavityB. Calculating
the radii of the cyclotron orbits yieldsr c

c5874 nm, r c
b5539 nm,

r c
a5210 nm. The inset (g) sketches a possible electron trajecto

with maximum cyclotron radius.
s
n-

-
ly

d

for cavity B @Fig. 4~b!#: r c
c5874 nm, r c

b5539 nm, andr c
a

5210 nm. The insets in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! show some of
the possible orbits: The upper sketcha shows the ideal case
while in the lower one (b) we allowed a finite contact width
demonstrating the occurence of the different cyclotron ra
In the third caseg the electron follows a trajectory with
maximum cyclotron radius~with non ideal contacts!, eluci-
dating the large values of 6002800 nm measured. Consid
ering the different radii and the corresponding orbits we o
tain for the smallest radiiA, r c

a5265 nm, and forB rc
a

5210 nm. Since we find similar radii for the commensur
bility oscillations, being caused by the coarse modulati
and under the assumption of AB oscillations, caused by
fine structure, we are confident that the depletion depth
correctly determined.

Finally, we want to present first transport data onsus-
pendedquantum dots as shown in Fig. 2~b!, i.e., for the case
when G,e2/h. Already strong indications were found tha
the relaxation mechanisms of single electrons tunne
through coupled dots are influenced by discrete pho
modes.10,11 However, these quantum dots were still embe
ded in the bulk GaAs crystal and hence the phonon coup
is not well controlled. The conductance measurements o
quantum dot under bias voltage strongly decoupled from
leads are shown in Fig. 5. For these measurements we
ployed the coupled dot system shown in Fig. 2~b!, since the
smaller total size and the narrower contacts result in an
creased resistance. As seen we find a transition into the
neling regime forB50 T in the low drain and/or source
bias (Vds,675 mV) regime where the conductanceG
5dI/dV is found to be belowe2/h. The conductance drop
below e2/h for bias voltages around120 to 150 mV. This
drop is found to occur stepwise. Including the magnetic fi
dependence we are able to identify three different s
widths, which are denotedEC

0 , EC
1 , andEC

2 . Interpreted as
charging states of the quantum dots these steps correspo
energies of approximately 40, 10, and 30 meV, respectiv
A crude estimation of the charging energy expected from

-
e
of

ce

FIG. 5. Drain and/or source conductance of the coupled do
the tunneling regime for different magnetic fields at 4.2 K. Mark
with EC

0 , EC
1 , and EC

2 are the different possible charging state
changing upon increasing the field~see text for details!. The inset
indicates sequential electron tunneling through the coupled dot
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electronic dot radius of roughlyr e;200 nm~using the val-
ues found above for the depletion depth! we obtain EC
5e2/2CS;1 meV. We assumed a dielectric disk withCS

58e0e r r e , whereCS is the total capacitance of the dot,e r
the dielectric constant of AlxGa12xAs and e058.85
310212 F/m. Although this value is far below the stepsi
found in Fig. 5, it is still sufficient to allow Coulomb block
ade~CB! at 4.2 K. Moreover, it is possible that the electron
diameter of the coupled dots is smaller than we estima
here.

Unfortunately, it was not possible to verify charging
the quantum dot device by an external gate directly. Thus
clear CB signature can be identified for this device. Inste
we applied a magnetic field perpendicular to the plane of
dot. Increasing the field, we observe a suppression and
additional modulation of the conductance aroundVds50, as
seen forB54 T and 8 T. Discrete states in the quantum d
must have formed, indicated by the structure in theIV char-
acteristic of Fig. 5. This is evidenced by the modulation
finite magnetic field. Additionally, we find an enhance
background noise when keeping the dots under forward b
which can be attributed to an effective mechanical vibrat
of the whole sample, due to the resulting Lorentz force in
magnetic field.

In summary, we have demonstrated a technique of how
fabricate freely suspended two-dimensional electron ga
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